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BACKGROUND
The design of modern data processing hardware for deeply embedded systems like cellular
telephones is facing great demands because of the decreasing times-to-market and the
increasing demands for performance. This is especially true in third generation cellular phones
in which the convergence of traditional telephony and modern multimedia applications makes
the emergence of small and efficient hand-held communication devices possible. In order to
meet increased performance requirements and to achieve shorter development times new
system design technologies like System-on-Chip and ASIP have arisen.
In System-on-Chip (SoC) design the objective is to reduce the number of microchips needed
to build a certain system. As the name suggests, the ultimate goal is to integrate an entire
system to one microchip. An SoC is designed from pre-designed and reusable intellectual
property (IP) blocks. An IP block could be eg. a silicon layout of a multiplier unit. The SoC
system designer obtains IP blocks from in-house IP block designers or possibly from a thirdparty IP block provider, and then combines and possibly alters the blocks to reach a Systemon-Chip that matches the original specification. An SoC device can be any kind of static or
programmable microchip.
The hardware architecture and the instruction set of an application-specific instruction-set
processor (ASIP) are designed to perform certain specific tasks as efficiently as possible.
Because ASIP’s are targeted mainly at embedded applications, processor simplicity is a major
design goal. In typical ASIP design flow the application software is profiled at assembler
language level to detect instruction sequences that occur often and that could be implemented
in hardware to improve performance. The typical size of such a detected instruction sequence
is 2-3 instructions [5, 6].
In specific application areas (eg. protocol processing) the ability to implement larger
functional blocks in hardware might be advantageous. It is not clear how the existing ASIP
design approaches scale up to such functional blocks.
We have found that in control oriented protocol processing there are certain recurring protocol
processing operations that are in practice similar in all communications protocols [1, 2, 3].
By utilizing the knowledge of such recurring operations it is possible to form programmable
functional units that are able to perform the required processing tasks regardless of the
protocol at hand. These functional units, or IP blocks, can then be taken advantage of in
designing an ASIP specification and design environment.
The objective in our research project, TACO (Tools for Application-Specific HW/SW
Codesign), is to design and implement an ASIP design environment that is optimized for the
specification and synthesis of communications protocol processors. By concentrating on
protocol processing we expect to incorporate the usage of IP blocks in our ASIP design
environment. This approach generates ASIP assembler code where large code blocks have

optimized execution in hardware (eg. a CRC calculation block), and no application-specific
code or code block identification is necessary during the synthesis of the processor.
The TACO environment is intended to provide the necessary tools and functionality for
generating an ASIP, its instruction set and its application program code from a high level
protocol description using our protocol processing IP blocks.
ARCHITECTURE
After studying different microprocessor architectures we have come to the conclusion that
TTA (Transport Triggered Architecture) [4] could serve as the base architecture from which
the ASIP’s are generated. TTA is a modified VLIW architecture, which does not feature logic
for execution optimization (run-time instruction reordering to improve concurrent use of
functional units etc.). Instead, TTA processors rely on the program compiler to perform
instruction scheduling. As the name implies, in TTA processors the data transports are
programmed and they trigger operations (traditionally operations are programmed and they
trigger transports).
A TTA processor is formed of functional units that each perform particular tasks, eg. one unit
takes care of logical operations (AND, OR, ...) and another one handles comparing data (less
than, equal to, ...). Each functional unit has one or more operand registers, trigger registers
and result registers. An operation is triggered when data is transported to a trigger register.
The functional units are connected via an interconnection network of buses, controlled by an
interconnection network control unit. The maximum number of instructions (ie. data
transports) that can be carried out in one clock cycle is equivalent to the number of buses in
the interconnection network. The advantage TTA’s provide to our research is their modularity
and scalability in hardware configuration. Functional units can be added to an architecture or
they can be refined and changed as long as they provide the same interface to the
interconnection network. The same holds naturally for the interconnection network: it can be
tuned as long as the interface remains the same. According to [4], this modularity allows the
hardware design to be automated. In the following discussion we will call the functional units
IP (intellectual property) blocks.
Figure 1 shows a base architecture for a protocol processing TTA processor with some of the
IP blocks identified in [2], and some generic logical units. All of these blocks are fairly
simple and well-known solutions for reasonably fast algorithms, gate-level schematics or even
silicon layouts exist and can be either obtained without charge or purchased from a provider.
Finding and optimizing algorithms or gate-level implementations to perform these functions
is beyond the scope of this document that focuses on system-level specification and
simulation. Analyses of the requirements and implementations of some of the IP blocks as
well as the motivation to use exactly these IP blocks can be found in eg. [1], [2], [3], [4] and
[7].
Because of the relative simplicity of the IP blocks, this architecture is very scalable: with
quite little design effort and effect on physical processor size more IP blocks can be added
into the architecture in the design flow. If for example the targeted application needs several
counters/timers, they can be incorporated into the design. As another example, an application
may require such high speed bitstring matching that two matcher units are needed. When
there are more than one of the same kind of IP blocks in the processor, the blocks are
identified with an ordinal number (eg. Matcher1 has registers OM1, TM1 and RM1 while
Matcher 2 has registers OM2, TM2 and RM2, see figure 1).

Figure 1. TTA Protocol Processor (Operational View). In addition to
shown registers, each IP block has a status register, and blocks
communicating with external memory have control registers.

TCS: Trigger register of CRC/SYNC
OCS: Operand register of CRC/SYNC
RCS: Result register of CRC calculation
RSS:
Result register of SYNC detection
OM:
Operand register of Matcher
TM:
Trigger register of Matcher
RM:
Result register of Matcher
TR:
Trigger register of Random Generator
RR:
Result register of Random Generator
R1...Rn: Generic registers
TLA: Trigger Load Address
RLD: Result Load Data
OSA: Operand Store Address
TSD: Trigger Store Data
OC:
Operand register for Counter
TDC: Trigger register for decrement Counter
TIC:
Trigger Register for increment counter
RC:
Result register for counter
OT:
Operand register for timer
TT:
Trigger register for timer
RT:
Result register for timer
OCM: Operand register for Compare unit
TCM: Trigger register for Compare unit
RCM: Result register for Compare unit
RC M: Negated Result register for Compare unit
TPC: Trigger Program Counter
RPC: Result of Program Counter
TCH: Trigger Program Counter Chain
RCH: Result of Program Counter Chain

IP BLOCKS
For all the IP blocks of figure 1 we know that there exist solutions that are able to perform
the required task in minimal clock cycles. For example, from [1] we know that a solution for
comparing two bitstrings and getting a result in one clock cycle can be found, and from [7]
we know that we can calculate a 32-bit CRC for a 32-bit input data word in one cycle. As
mentioned earlier, depending on the application requirements, there can be more than one of
any kind of these IP blocks in our designs to improve overall system performance and reduce
bottlenecks.
SIMULATING THE PROCESSOR
The first version of a simulator for the protocol processor presented in Figure 1 was made
using GNU C++ tools and the SystemC [8] simulation extensions to them. SystemC is
intended for creating executable specifications and allows the use of system clocks, signals
etc. in C++ code. The first version of our simulator features the IP blocks and their respective
registers shown in figure 1, as well as a controller unit which manages the data transports
between the IP blocks. In this version of the simulator the controller unit also holds the
application to be run, coded in C++.
As the algorithms that perform the IP block functions are well known and hardware (gatelevel or schematic level) specifications with excellent performance characteristics exist for
them, the emphasis in the simulator is on determining the control structure and the required
number of buses in the interconnection network to ensure maximal protocol processing
throughput for incoming data.

As the first simulated application we implemented an algorithm that examines incoming ATM
cells to find out if a cell is a regular user cell, an empty cell or an AIS operation and
maintenance (OAM) cell. The application is executed in our simulator as 32-bit data
transports between the IP blocks. The AIS algorithm was chosen as an example since another
approach to its processing was presented by Jantsch et al in [1]. In this example, AIS cells
cause the system to enter AIS state, in which cells are sent from the outbuffer and an AIS cell
is inserted after every 1024 regular cells. If a regular cell appears in the inbuffer when the
system is in AIS mode, the system returns to normal processing. If an empty cell appears in
the inbuffer, it is discarded. If there are no cells to be sent, empty cells are transmitted.
An ATM cell consists of a 5 byte (40 bit) header and a 48 byte payload. The last 8 bits of
the header contain HEC (Header Error Check), which is a CRC-8 checksum of the header.
First the HEC is checked to determine whether the incoming data is the cell header of a new
cell. If it is, then the cell type must be determined. The information of the cell type is
encoded into the PTI (Payload Type Identifier) field located in bits 29..31 of the header. To
determine the type of an incoming ATM cell we need to compare these three bits of the
incoming cell to bit patterns in memory representing different types of ATM cells. If the
match result indicates that an incoming cell is an OAM cell, then the first 8 bits of the cell
payload must be analyzed to determine if the cell is an AIS cell (requires another matching
operation). We constructed our simulator to simulate a synchronous 32-bit processor with one
matcher, which means that two 32-bit data words need to be matched against certain bit
patterns to determine if the cell is an AIS cell. This takes at least two clock cycles. The HEC
analysis also requires two clock cycles, since the HEC and the rest of the header do not fit
into a single 32-bit data word and for this reason the HEC unit needs to wait for two data
words before determining the result.
If the last matching reveals that the cell is an AIS cell, then an AIS cell is sent, the counter
unit is set to 1024 and the system remains in AIS state until the header and HEC of a regular
ATM cell arrive at the input.
Our simulations show that the required clock cycles for eg. AIS operation can be greatly
reduced by using the IP blocks of the processor in parallel. For example, while datawords are
analyzed to determine if they form a header, the same data can already be matched against
the bitstrings that determine if the header is of type OAM. If the HEC result indicates that
the data words do not form a valid header, then the match results can be discarded. On the
other hand, if the data forms a valid header, then the header type is already known.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a modular and scalable microprocessor architecture for communications
protocol processing applications. Our IP block based design specifies a microprocessor based
on the Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA). We have successfully simulated the ATM
AIS processing on our architecture with a simulator written in C++/SystemC. SystemC proved
to be a worthy design tool, since it took about two weeks to get familiar with it, write the
code for the IP blocks and then write a controller and the first protocol processing application
for the simulator.
The next task in our research is to build a more exact simulator, which will have, among
other things, a more detailed specification of the interconnection network. In the next version
of the simulator, the interconnection network controller will no longer contain the application
code, but the application code will be imported as pure binary data or possibly assembler.

There are VHDL models for the IP blocks in the works, and we aim to co-use them and
SystemC for automatic VHDL generation of processors for particular applications.
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